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Hart E-Bots Team #8478

Executive Summary
Mission Statement:
Our Mission Statement is to reach out to our community to teach them about STEM and FIRST in every
manner we can, whether it’s by virtual or face-to-face means. Our intention is to inspire and motivate our
community to get involved with these programs and for them to encourage other people as well.
Team Initiation:
The Hart E-Bots was inaugurated in September 2014.
Team Members, Mentors, and Location:
2020-2021 Season Team Members:
Shaan - 8th Grade
William (Mason) - 8th Grade
Michael - 7th Grade
Daniela- 8th Grade
Thomas - 7th Grade
Maria - 7th Grade
Kaushik - 8th Grade
Ethan - 7th Grade
2020-2021 Season Mentors:
Brian Musser (Team Coach, Wobble Goal)
Brian Ignaczak (Team Coach, Software)
Will Keller (Ring Manipulation & Drive Team)
Alanna Musser (Notebook)
Edward Gemellaro (Field Build)
Cindy Welchko (Notebook)

Minjun - 8th Grade
Kenneth (Kenny) - 7th Grade
Ryleigh - 7th Grade
Alex - 8th Grade
Andrew - 7th Grade
Riley - 7th Grade
Zachary (Zach) - 7th Grade

Terry Hill (Notebook)
Brian Welchko (Ring Shooter)
Karen Keller (Notebook)
Jen Witt (Web Design)

Italics: Indicates Mentor Lead on that particular Sub-team
Bold: Indicates coach or co-coach
Team Location:
Hart Middle School, 6500 Sheldon Rd, Rochester Hills, Michigan, United States. The Hart E-Bots shares a
build room with the Stoney Creek Cyber Cats (Team # 5436).
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2020-2021 Hart E-Bots Team Members
Alex
Sub-team: Ring Shooter
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I was an e bot last year and wanted to continue my time as an e bot.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I play the violin.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
Being back to building a robot and to begin another year as a successful team and mentor new kids who
join.
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Andrew
Sub-team: Ring Shooter
Grade: 7th
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Daniela
Sub-team: Notebook, Ring Manipulation
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined the Hart E-Bots because I wanted to try out something new in my last year of middle school.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of school activities, I read books and practice my viola. I also like to watch documentaries with
my sisters and converse with friends.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I really like the discussions and interactions between my teammates. I also enjoy the learning I'm doing
when I go into the build room and observe the challenges we are frequently facing. I know a lot more
about robots than I did before I joined the team. I'm also much more proficient at managing my time and
communicating with other people, as well as receiving constructive criticism and applying it to improve
upon my work.
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Ethan
Sub-team: Ring Manipulation
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined to have fun building the robot.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I play travel hockey and love to solve Rubik’s cubes.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
The kids are awesome and it's fun to build something with your hands.
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Kaushik
Sub-team: Software
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined the Hart E-Bots because I have had a passion for robotics ever since I saw a group of kids
playing with a Lego Mindstorm. I specifically had an interest in the programming side of robotics because
I have had experience with block coding and I was interested to learn more about the subject. Joining
Hart E-Bots gave me that full experience and it was super fun!
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of school activities, I play recreational basketball and I am going to do track.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
Overall like the experience of representing a school team. I have never been on a team for a school
(besides this for 2 years and elementary school for 1 year) and it’s super fun in my opinion. I also like
how we all got to work together last year but unfortunately this year we didn’t have as much of a
hands-on experience as we would have had without this global pandemic. Nonetheless, robotics has been
a roller coaster and I can’t wait to do more!
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Kenny
Sub-team: Ring Manipulation
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
To get a hands-on experience with building a moving mechanism
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I enjoy biking and making trails
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
The hands-on experience and working as a team.
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Maria
Sub-team: Wobble Goal
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I thought that heart-E-bots would be a good experience to get a concrete understanding of engineering
and the process of designing a robot.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of school, I like to draw, play tennis, and rollerblade.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like that I get to share my ideas with my team and build things hands-on.
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Mason
Sub-team: Wobble Goal
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I was on the team last year and wanted to stay on the team even though there was a global pandemic.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I paint miniatures, bike, and draw.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
Because of being on the team last year I have more experience and am able to lead the team and make
decisions better.
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Michael
Sub-team: Software
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined Hart E-bots because eventually, I wanted to do Cyber Cats and then possibly do a career in
computer science.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I do Lacrosse for the sharks and strength training on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like the challenges of coding then solving them and coding the robot.
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Minjun
Sub-team: Ring Manipulation
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined the E-bots to fulfill and chase my interests in robotics and science. I also wanted the opportunity
to build and compete in tournaments as a team.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I play violin in OYO and also teach basketball.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like the mentors, team members, and the robotics challenge. Being able to see friends while working
towards the same goal is a valuable experience to me. Building the robot hands-on is another favorite
aspect of being on the team.
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Riley
Sub-team: Notebook, Ring Shooter
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined the team because I liked being on my elementary school’s FLL team.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I enjoy gaming, especially Minecraft. I am in Girl Scouts and I like to travel with my family.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like being in control and taking charge of the team, being on the Notebook team is fun. I enjoy filming
and editing videos, so it was a lot of fun to create our team’s first video documentary this season!
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Ryleigh
Sub-team: Notebook, Wobble Goal
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined Hart E-bots because I have been on past robotics teams and its super fun to be on teams.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of school I do travel softball, track, and basketball.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like getting to know other team members and robotics because I like using math and science to problem
solve.
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Shaan
Sub-team: Software
Grade: 8th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined the E-Bots because I thought it was really cool on how we were able to code and build a robot.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of school I like to do robotics, ride my bike, watch TV, play video games, and play with my
friends. I take vocal lessons and I love to play tennis.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
My favorite aspect of robotics is coding and testing out how the robot runs and seeing what happens in
the end.
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Thomas
Sub-team: Software
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined E-Bots because I have always been interested in robotics and programming. I was excited by the
opportunity to take part in a team that designs and builds robots.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I play tennis and play the piano, saxophone and theater.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like how we are all friends and can work as a team to solve problems. I have learned a lot about java,
robotics, and teamwork.
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Zach
Sub-team: Ring Shooter, Web Design
Grade: 7th
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
Because I enjoy building and designing.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I develop and play games, play with my dog, play tennis.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
The build team meetings.
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Brian M
Role: Coach and Mentor
Sub-team: Mentor in Wobble Goal
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I work in the robotics field and I work particularly with vision in robotics.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
In my free time, I love playing sports and watching and participating in robotics competitions.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
My favorite part about robotics is the endless creativity from all the students and some of the mentors.
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Brian I.
Role: Coach and Mentor
Sub-team: Mentor in Software
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I joined as a mentor for the Hart E-Bots because the FIRST FTC program provides a great challenge.
Besides building a cool robot, it provides an opportunity to support the community through fundraising
events. I enjoy working with the students and getting a fresh perspective on how to address design
challenges.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Outside of the E-Bots, I work in the mechanical engineering field for an automotive supplier. In my free
time, I enjoy hiking, camping, and playing tennis..
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
This is my third year mentoring the E-bots and I enjoy the new challenges each season brings. Half of
our team is replaced each year and it's interesting to discover the skills that the new team members bring
each season.
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Alanna M.
Role: Mentor
Sub-team: Notebook, Wobble Goal
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
To spend time with my daughter, Ryleigh who is on the team. Also, I have been a FIRST mentor since
2000 so I enjoy inspiring young individuals to learn about the engineering field in which I work.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I enjoy spending time with my family and traveling and playing/watching sports.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
Learning new things.
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Brian W.
Role: Mentor
Sub-team: Ring Shooter
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
To Mentor the Students and have fun!
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Golf and Home Improvement.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
Working with the students.
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Cindy W.
Role: Mentor
Sub-team: Notebook
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
I'm excited to be an E-Bot mentor with 17 years of experience in energy education. To inspire a love of
science, children need to have many opportunities to experience STEM. My daughter drove an E-Bot
robot during her third-grade science fair, which led her to join her school's FLL team and today she's a
Hart E-Bot. I'm excited to explore STEM with a future generation of scientists.
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
I enjoy traveling, spending time with my family, and being a Girl Scout leader. In my spare time, I like to
scrapbook, do puzzles, and read.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
I like working alongside the students and learning new skills from them. I am amazed by their leadership
skills, and how they’ve persevered through the pandemic and found ways to work together as a virtual
community.
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Edward G.
Role: Mentor
Sub-team: Field Build
Why did I join the Hart E-Bots?
You get the opportunity to impact students at an influential point in their life.
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
The team worked together both remotely and in-person to bring the challenge together in the end against
a time when there were many firsts for both adults and students.

Terry H.
Role: Mentor
Sub-team: Notebook
What do I do outside School/Hart E-Bots activities?
Work in Aptiv's Tax Department
What are you liking about being on the team so far?
The perseverance of its members despite all of the challenges they are facing
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Team Overview
Team History
Our Team formed in 2013 as a Lego Club. The members would meet after school and express their
creativity by building Legos. In 2014, a few of the kids and parents wanted to get more involved in
STEM, so they created an FTC team. The 2014 team was mentored by Kevin Miller and Kristine Blitz.
The team had 10 members, 3 of which were female and the rest being male.
The biggest problem faced when creating the team was not having enough funds to buy parts. This did not
deter the 2014 team, however, so instead they built the robot with 50% of their building materials being
Legos and the other half metal parts. They fixed this disadvantage later in the season by reaching out to
more sponsors and having parents ask the companies they work at to sponsor the team.

.
The first Hart E-Bots Team, 2014

Team Statistics
The 2020-2021 Hart E-Bots team includes 15 members - nine seventh graders and six eighth graders.
Eleven team members are male and four are female. Two-thirds of our team has previous FIRST
experience. Ten members have participated in FIRST programs between two and five years, while five of
our team members are experiencing FIRST for their first time this year! 38 percent of our team plans to
enter a STEM career, while 62 percent think they may be interested in a STEM career in the future. Every
member of our team has earned the Honor Roll distinction at Hart Middle School.
Guiding the team this season are 10 mentors - six males and four females. One of our head coaches has 21
years of mentoring experience!
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The 2020-2021 Hart E-Bots

Team Learning in Ultimate Goal and Each Other
One of the first things we did when we joined our first zoom meeting was meet the returning team
members, and also what subteam they lead in. We went over the game manual and also had to do a project
on one person on our team. We had to make a slideshow about that person and two pictures. This helped
us learn the names of people, and get us closer together. The following meeting we also did an “Ultimate
Goal” Jeopardy, having questions about the game and each subteam had to answer! Also, later on in the
season, the Notebook team had each subteam be zoom interviewed for information on what they’ve done
so far so that our notebook and portfolio could be more complete.

Future Plans
We plan to continue to spread the word of FIRST and STEM to as many people as we can, especially in
next year’s season when the pandemic restrictions will hopefully be over. We want to gain future E-Bots
in the process. We plan on doing this by continuing to mentor FLL teams and attending science fairs. We
would like to continue to spread the word of FIRST internationally as well. Robotics families are
planning to host more exchange students from all over the world since our school has that for the past few
years. This would be a great opportunity to help create FIRST teams from all around the globe.

Going Virtual
This year, because of the pandemic and the subsequent remote meetings, the E-Bots couldn’t experiment
with parts and prototypes in the build room with their fellow team members as frequently as they did in
the previous season. So, in a novel way for them, the team designed this year’s robot with a CAD
program called Fusion360. The ability to use this tool to design and improve the robot with online parts is
a skill we hope that future E-Bots will learn as well.
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Our team embraced technology, using ZOOM to hold team meetings for most of the season as we
couldn’t meet in person. We used email to communicate as well. We also needed to find a way to share
documents electronically, so our notebook team created google forms to collect data, surveys, and journal
entries. The notebook team created our engineering portfolio and engineering notebook completely digital
this year. This led to some challenges for our mentors! It was a steep learning curve for them and it was
necessary for notebook team members to teach the mentors how to use Google Docs - sometimes more
than once.
Since we couldn’t do our usual outreach events, we decided to reach out to our community in virtual ways
this year. First, one of our team members spent a significant amount of time learning and working with
web design to create an official Hart E-Bots Website. Second, a notebook team member created a mini
documentary video to showcase our team. We are very proud of these two digital projects.

Our Virtual Challenges = A Virtual Community!
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The Robot

Ring Shooter:
Game Strategy
We thought of using a cirplex system that after the ring comes from the manipulation, the ring travels
through a U-turn like a tunnel, with one wheel in the middle pushing the ring in a circle all the way
around to the actual shooter.
Ring Shooter Design
We saw many different design ideas online, and we debated on what we should do, how we should shoot
the ring, what is better, or how it is better. The biggest factor is what we can do that's quality but build it
quickly. The biggest influence in designing the ring shooter was the testing and experimentation of
different prototypes.
How does the Ring Shooter work?
We have a motor that powers the wheel that turns counterclockwise, and walls of cut metal and glass to
help keep the ring in place while being turned in a circle to be shot. We did much trial and error on the
shooter, with testing, and constant tweaks to improve the many aspects of a Ring Shooter.
What didn’t work and how did you learn from that lesson?
We saw that in order to have higher shots we need to change the angle. We solved it by experimenting
with many different angles and different configurations, the biggest learning point is to always make sure
what you are doing is going to be efficient and quality to help our team.
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Early Designs

Areas Where We Improved Our Design
We started with a drill and realized we needed a higher speed motor and not gears.

Testing the angle of the ring shooter.
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Intake (Ring Manipulation):
Game Strategy
Our sub-team used critical thinking of how we would position the intake so the process would be the most
efficient and simple. We also experimented with how fast we needed to rotate the intake shaft to give the
ring enough energy to force it up most of the steep ramp.
Intake Design
Since we did not have much build time before the competition, we needed to come up with the most
efficient and easiest way to build an intake that could use the minimal amount of time to transfer the ring
into the shooter and make the system easy enough for the driver to learn quickly. So, we positioned the
intake in the same direction as the shooter, to minimize confusion and positioning error. We also kept in
mind that there had to be a way to mount everything that we were going to use. A big factor that played
into our decisions was that a lot of parts would take too long to come. Another one is that we had a
limited amount of room on the robot.
How Does the Intake Work?
Our part of the robot works with friction, momentum, and precise calculations. We first needed to find out
what compliant wheel would provide enough friction and strength to grip the wheel and get it into the
robot. We positioned the rod with compliant wheels (intake) at a place on the chassis where the ring had
enough friction to move in, but not too low that the ring would lift the robot itself. The ring lacked
momentum once it was inserted into the robot, thus we had to build a belting system that carried the ring
into the ring shooter. We had to make sure the belt provided enough friction for it to actually move up and
checked to see if the ramp was too steep. Our most frustrating moments while building the robot were
with the accuracy of mounting motors, belts, and pulleys. The pulley system needed the right amount of
tension, allowing it to rotate the intake, but not too much that the whole right side of the chassis bent and
torqued.
What didn’t work and how did you learn from that lesson?
Mounting the wobble goal arm in the back didn’t work because we needed more room for the intake, so
we moved it to the front. We learned that the intake needs a lot of room.
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Early Designs
Our earliest designs revolved around the positioning of the intake rod and ramps in Fusion 360 and
miscellaneous drawing apps. Originally, we were planning on having two sets of rods -one to intake,
another to roll onto a belting system. When we finally had the opportunity to meet in person, we built this
as our first design. It was the first prototype of our intake.
Areas Where We Improved Our Design
During the times where we could not access the build room, we initially had the idea of having two intake
rods, one in the front and one in the middle. We found this to be unnecessary and removed it. Instead, we
added a belting system and servo that takes the ring directly to the shooter. Also, we changed the fact that
the intake motors would be attached with a pulley system instead of a direct drive.
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Wobble Goal Gripper:
Game Strategy:
We had to incorporate many game strategies in this part of the robot. For example, we needed to score the
most amount of points in a short amount of time so we needed to preload the robot. Another example is
that during the end game we wanted to get the wobble goal over the wall. My last example is we had to
make the wobble goal handle very strong.
Wobble Goal Gripper Design:
Our game strategy influenced our robot design a lot. The first thing we had to consider was making the
wobble goal arm fast so we could quickly grab the wobble goal and score points. Another thing we had to
consider was we had to make the arm tall in order to make the wobble goal over the wall so we could earn
20 points. The last thing we had to consider was making sure the handle was not too floppy and could
handle the weight of the wobble goal. The process we used to determine our design was quite simple! We
had many brainstorming meetings to discuss possible designs for our part of the robot. We also looked at
videos and clips of other robots to find inspiration for ours. One of the most important things we did was
to communicate our ideas, listen, and discuss. There were many factors that we had to include in our
discussion. We first had to discuss some things that we needed to include in our design. After that, we
needed to work individually on a design. When we shared those designs with each other we took things
we liked from the other person's design to make a new design that we both liked for our robot.
How Does the Wobble Goal Gripper Work?
The wobble goal gripper has two triangular-shaped fingers which pinch together like a lobster claw to
grab the wobble goal. To transport the wobble goal we lift it with a DC motor which is located at the pivot
of the arm. The arm functions like a crane and is capable of hoisting the wobble goal over the wall. One
thing we had to do in the process was adding a rubber band which is used as a counter weight to take
some of the strain off of the motor. Our part of the robot works the way it does for many reasons. We had
problems picking up the wobble goal because of its weight. To fix that problem, we used a servo with a
higher tork reading. For the Arm to reach over the wall while still packaging inside the 18-inch cube, we
had to calculate a pivot point.
What didn’t work and how did you learn from that lesson?
There were many things on our robot that did not go as planned. For example, we had made a very
over-complicated design for our robot hand. To fix this we had to make a completely different design that
was simpler but still did all of the things we needed it to do. Another problem we faced was having the
robot arm be far too weak to carry the wobble goal. We fixed this by getting a servo with a higher torque
reading.
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Early Designs

Early jam board sketches of a potential pivoting arm and a gripper that would grab the goal and clamp
around it.

Sketches of how the arm would move. in and out to extend further and a pivot point for the arm. This
design was eventually scrapped due to the strain that would be added to the arm if it was extended.
Areas Where We Improved Our Design
When we moved from a design we made to an armed kit we had left over from another project, we were
able to progress further and work off a base design. There were times in the designing process where we
had two or more ideas we wanted to work off of so we collaborated and took the best aspects of each
design and combined them into a better design.
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CAD

Shooter Plate

Early Intake Design

Wobble Goal Gripper

Intake Ramp

Most recent robot design on Fusion360 without Wobble Gripper
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Software

Software Team wiring the robot
Code For Elements of the Robot
All of these elements are controlled by separate state machines with various functions correlating to each
element depending on the process needed to achieve the goal. For most of these elements, we use getter
functions. These functions get code from our previous databases and apply them to the robot to use. We
also have many variables pertaining to each element. For example, for the Wobble Gripper, we have a
variable called Gripper, this variable is what we would use to apply code to that specific element. We did
this similar process with the other field elements.
Thought Processes
We had to think about what coding structures were appropriate for each process. We would be in a
meeting and discussing the element and what code would be most efficient to put in that wouldn't be too
much work, and still got the process done efficiently. Sometimes, we would come up with suggestions for
different code structures and give our insight/opinion as to why we chose that specific structure for that
specific element. We would then come to a consensus and get to work on coding that field element.
Increased Functionality With Programming
Some sensors we used were color sensors, digital touch sensors, encoders, and distance sensors. One type
of coding we are using is a state machine, the state machine goes through a set of actions one step at a
time. When the state machine finishes one step it moves onto the next state we used this for the
Autonomous period of the game.
We wouldn't be able to see our surroundings without the sensors equipped on the robot. The sensors are
like the robot's “eyes” we use to navigate around the field. In addition, some of the sensors are used to
interact with game elements such as the wobble goal. These sensors are very important and without them,
the robot probably wouldn't score any points during the auton period of the game.
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Sensors and Hardware on the Robot
We are using various sensors like color sensors to detect the launch line, digital touch sensors to toggle
between alliances, distance sensors to see if we are touching the wall and to check if we're on the correct
launch line, and LED lights to show if the robot is not set up correctly.
Sometimes when we're writing the code the sensors would not work but that was because of minor flaws
in the code or the order of the code, some flaws were missing a semicolon or spelling something wrong.
Basically, everything worked after we fixed up the code and fixed the minor flaws.
Algorithms and Code
The code we used in order to program the robot is a programming language called “Java”. The software
we use to program the robot is “Android Studio”. Most of the programming we did worked, but we did
have to debug some minor stuff to make sure the programming was consistent. With a lot of time to work
on programming, we have got a solid infrastructure for the robot. For example, our auton routine is
looking good and up to our expectations.
With this programming journey, we ran into many obstacles which we had to overcome. For example, in
our auton routine, we kept over-shooting our moving distance to deliver the wobble goal to its position.
For some time, we also were struggling to make the servo precise in its movements with the objects it
held (wobble goal). These elements didn't work because we usually had an incorrect value or we had a
minor typing error that wouldn't register it as the object we would want to actually apply the code to.
The Process
In order to get from the beginning to where we are now took some work and dedication. We started with
some basic relearning to get back into the programming environment and learned new functions to work
the robot more efficiently. As we went on, we built things called state machines. These would be the
drivers of different routines we would have for the auton period. For example, with the launch line, we
would have a separate section defined as LAUNCH_LINE, this would be the code that correlates to that
specific game element. Then we combined all the pieces that we created and the legendary project was
made! This experience has been a blast for me and the team and
we can't wait to do more!
Goals
One goal that the software team has accomplished is creating the
code to function the robot during the competition. This took
months to develop, so this was probably our biggest
accomplishment. In addition, we also accomplished learning new
coding elements and getting familiar with Java much more in
depth.

Example of a fragment of state machine TOWER_GOAL.
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Final Robot
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Final Electrical Design
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 9/8/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Brian, Thomas, Shaan, Kaushik and Michael
Meeting Type: zoom

What did you
accomplish
today?

What problems
did you face and
how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

we started writing
some code and
learned about for
loops, if
statements and
more

sometimes we didn't
understand the
code, we solved this
problem by walking
through the code
step by step

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites,
Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add Please identify and write whatever discussion of
more to this google mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you had
form, please type it during this meeting.
in below.
we talked about the things we would use for the robot
N/A.

N/A.

Recorded by: Michael Gemellaro
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 9/8/20
Sub-Team: Wobble goal
Attendees: William Ford and Maria ignazak
Meeting Type:

What did you accomplish
today?
First meeting- Discussed ideas
for manipulator and made a
prototype.

If you used any references,
what did you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

What problems did you face
and how did you overcome
them?

Photos or Drawings

Problem: where we would put
the servo. Solution: mount it on
the gripper itself or on the arm.

If you need to add more to
this google form, please type
it in below.

Videos on youtube of other
team's manipulators.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
What would the most
effective way to grab the
wobble goal be and how
we could make a
manipulator without taking
up too much room on the
robot.

Recorded by:

William Ford

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # WG1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 9/10/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Brian, Thomas, Shaan, Kaushik and Michael
Meeting Type: ZOOM

What did you
accomplish
today?

What problems did
you face and how
did you overcome
them?

Photos or Drawings

we talked about
which code each
of us would be
writing

if we didn't know
what to write in our
codes we would ask
our mentor and he
would help us or we
would walk through
it step by step

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites,
Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it
in below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.

N/A.

N/A.

we talked about which sensors each of us would be writing

Recorded by: Michael Gemellaro
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/8/20
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Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/13/2020
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Will Keller (Mentor), Daniela, Ethan, Minjun, and Kenny.
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?

What problems did you face
and how did you overcome
them?

Photos or Drawings

Our school won’t allow more
than eight people per room at a
time for extracurriculars. This
means only certain sub-teams
are allowed to meet in the
school on specific days. The
rest of the sub-teams can’t be
there at the same time. So, we
resolved to meet via Zoom
Meeting.

N/A.

If you used any references, what
did you use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add more to
this google form, please type
it in below.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or
game strategy you had
during this meeting.

In today’s meeting, we looked at
revrobotics.com and servocity.com
for robot parts such as wheels that
we might want to look at and
determine whether those parts
would be useful to our robot. We
also used Fusion360 to look at a
model of a chassis.

N/A.

We determined that we needed
to go to the build room to see
the parts for ourselves, as we
could not sufficiently judge
what we needed without
experimenting with them first.
We did, however, determine
that we wanted to use pliable
wheels on the account of the
foam surface the robot would
drive on.

Today, we discussed the robot
chassis and learned what certain
parts of the chassis are called and
what their functions are. Our
mentor showed us a Fusion360
model of the chassis he wanted to
show us, so we could get a general
idea of how the chassis will look
like. We looked at websites and
resources that sell parts so that we
could take a look through and note
down some ideas for the parts that
will go on the chassis.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/13/2020

Recorded by: RW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/15/20
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Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/15/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Kaushik, Brian, Shaan, Micheal and Thomas.
Meeting Type: unknown

What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

Initial overview of Java and
incorporated the git file (package
of computer code) into Android
Studio (where we program).

Familiarization with
process overcome through
teamwork and practice.

(none)

If you used any references, what
did you use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.) github.com

If you need to add more
to this google form,
please type it in below.

Please identify and write whatever
discussion of mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.

We learnt some basic Java code.

Recorded by: Thomas
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/16/20
Sub-Team:Wobble goal
Attendees: William Ford, Maria Ignazak (ﬁrst remote meeting)
Meeting Type: zoom

What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you face and how
did you overcome them?

Talked about ideas for
arms and grippers, caught
Maria up on what
happened last meeting.

Problem: how to grip the wobble goal.
Solution: brainstormed many ideas.

If you used any
references, what did you
use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add more to this
google form, please type it in
below.

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy
you had during this
meeting.
What kind of arm and
gripper would be best for
the robot and how we
could make something
that isn't too bulky/ a
design that wouldn't take
up the whole robot

Recorded by: William Ford
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # WG2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/20/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Kaushik, Brian, Shaan, Michael and Thomas.
Meeting Type: ZOOM

What did you accomplish today?

Each participant presented an
overview of the example Java code
for our assigned sensors. We also
started to discuss aspects of the
control award.

If you used any references, what
did you use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

What problems did
you face and how did
you overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

We all had some errors
in our code, which we
discussed and resolved
as a team.

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.

First Tech league game manual 2.

Please identify and write whatever
discussion of mathematics,
science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

We discussed how to maximize our
score for the control award.

Recorded by: Thomas
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S4
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/20/2020

Recorded by: DG
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/22/2020
Sub-Team: Notebook
Attendees: Daniela, Riley, Karen Keller, Cindy Welchko
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting

What did you accomplish today?

What problems did you face
and how did you overcome
them?

Discussed potential outreach
activities - OPC Basket Delivery,
STEAM videos for science night,
Eagle Rescue, helping a team in
need.

We were unable to meet in
person today so we met via
ZOOM.

If you used any references, what
did you use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add more to
this google form, please type
it in below.

We used the internet to research
eagle rescue centers. Daniela
walked us through the FIRST
website to see where to find
examples of winning engineering
notebooks.

Action Items:

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or
game strategy you had during
this meeting.

Cindy - send Karen the Hart
email about the STEAM
videos
Riley (business manager) How much money do we need
to support a team in need?
Fundraising ideas? How to
find a team in need?

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/22/2020
Sub-Team: Ring Shooter

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/27/2020
Sub-Team: Notebook

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N4
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 10/29/2020

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 11/3/20

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N5
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 11/10/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Kaushik, Shaan, Thomas, Michael, and Coach Brian.
Meeting Type: zoom

What did you
accomplish today?

We accomplished
the first part of our
opmodes and
initializing them. We
went through
everybody's
Opmodes and
revised them
together.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

What problems did you Photos or Drawings
face and how did you
overcome them?

We faced problems such
as not having certain
lines of codes that we
had to insert, having to
resort the code to make
sure it would work.

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.

We didnt use any
references today.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

We talked about coordinated about where the robot
should be for a distance sensor. We had to use Math
to find out the different ranges of where the robot
would be from the stadium walls.

Recorded by: Kaushik Jagankumar
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S5
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 11/17/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Kaushik, Micheal, Thomas, Shaan, Coach Brian
Meeting Type: unknown

What did you
accomplish today?

We accomplished
going over the
autoncalibration
Opmode.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

What problems
did you face and
how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

We faced
problems with
Michaels
program and we
all worked
together and
rearranged the
code to make it
work.
If you need to
add more to this
google form,
please type it in
below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.

We didn't discuss any of the major topics in this meeting.
But game strategy-wise we had to come up with the most
efficient strategy in the auton period.

Recorded by: Kaushik Jagankumar
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S6
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting:
Sub-Team:
Attendees:
Meeting Type:

11/19/2020
All-Team
Coaches Brian Musser, Brian Ignaczak, every team member, parent mentors.
Zoom Meeting

What did you accomplish today?
●

Today we discussed the Fusion360 CAD
program, the logistics of how and when we
are going to meet, future "FIRST Tech
Challenge Rules" Jeopardy, the
implications of prolonged FIRST Tech
challenge season, and what each sub-team
was up to.
● Ring Shooter team: Deciding how many
wheels and what velocity to shoot the
rings. They will try to use CAD(simulator)
to find out.
● Ring Manipulation: How many and what
type of wheels + what type of motor.
● Software: Applying programs to the
sensors of the robot.
● Notebook: Journal questions google form
and OPC (Old Person's Commission,
Outreach) baskets + Website sub-team
collaboration.
● Website: Some setbacks (deleted files) and
discussing hosts like Weebly.
If you used any references, what did you
use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
We used Fusion360 software by Autodesk.

What problems did you face and how
did you overcome them?
We briefly discussed what website host we
were going to use for our first team website.
None of our mentors had ever done any
website creating, so the team decided to use
Weebly, a familiar resource.
We also discussed how we were going to
move forward as our middle school closed
once again. This means we won't have
access to the build room, and therefore we
cannot make any progress on building our
robot. While there isn't much to be done
about schools closing, Coach Brian Musser
will look and see if the principal will allow
us to take parts out of there. As we eagerly
await our school's reopening, our coach
announced that we would receive lessons
for the Fusion360 CAD program. It will be
our first time using CAD to help us build
our robot.

Please identify and
write whatever
discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy
you had during this
meeting.
Our coaches told us that
we were going to receive
a study guide next
meeting for a "FIRST
Tech Challenge Rules"
Jeopardy. This will assist
us in familiarizing
ourselves with the game
rules.

If you need to add more to this
google form, please type it in below.
N/A.

Recorded by: DG
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # TEAM1
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 11/24/2020
Sub-Team: Wobble goal
Attendees: William Ford, Maria Ignazak
Meeting Type:

What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

Talked about grippers
speciﬁcally.

Problem: What kind of
gripper would be best for
the robot. Solution:
Something simple and
latch based.

If you used any references,
what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.

Videos on youtube

Recorded by:

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever
discussion of mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.
Where on the robot would the
arm/gripper be located and how
cold we build it without it being too
parts-heavy.

William Ford

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # WG3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 12/2/20
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Coach Brian, Thomas H, Kaushik J, Shaan B, Michael G.
Meeting Type: ZOOM
What did you
accomplish
today?

What problems did
you face and how did
you overcome them?

We figured out
what our
autonomous
routine is and
how to create a
state machine.

We faced problems
such as bugs in the
code and wrong
calculations. We were
able to overcome
them by working with
the team and using
trial and error.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites,
Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it
in below.

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.
A discussion our team had was how we wanted to plan out
our autonomous routine. Our discussion talked about how
to get across the field quick, therefore scoring the most
amount of points.

Recorded by: Shaan Batra
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S7
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 12/03/2020
Sub-Team: All-Team
Attendees: Our coaches and every team member was at the All-Team meeting
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
We talked about Fusion360 briefly. The software
team ran it in their last meeting and said "it was
cool". Other team members shared their
individual experiences with the program as well.
Coach Brian Musser also mentioned the FIRST
email blast. Coach Brian Ignaczak showed us a
game he designed to help us learn and familiarize
ourselves with the rules. There were four
teams(Wobble, Ring Manipulation, Ring Shooter,
and Software team). The winning team got to
pick the name of the robot out of a pool of
potential names. There were some new things
that had changed from the last time we reviewed
the game manuals. For example, the
driver-controlled period was now called Teleop.
There were also some penalties from the previous
year. After an intense game, the Ring
Manipulation team won the Jeopardy by 2450
points, with the Ring Shooter team as runner-up.
In the last few minutes of the meeting, we talked
about the OPC basket drop-off deadline. The
software team also shared that they upgraded the
robot's program.
If you used any references, what did you
use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
The FIRST game manual parts 1 and 2 to study
for the jeopardy.

What problems did you face
and how did you overcome
them?

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

Some team members had some
issues with the Fusion360
program. It was glitchy, it
couldn't save files, they couldn't
access their account, etc. Coach
Brian Musser said he would
look into the problems and that
they would find answers next
meeting.

Our Jeopardy game had
categories like Game
materials, penalties, tele-op,
etc. This game was a
strategy so that we could get
to know the game better and
factor the rules of the game
into our robot design and
decisions. This way, we
could have an advantage
over other teams who may
not have studied the game
manual as thoroughly as we
have. The penalty and game
materials categories are
particularly useful.

If you need to add more to
this google form, please
type it in below.
N/A.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # TEAM2
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 12/05/2020
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation.
Attendees: Minjun, Daniela, and Kenny
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting.
What did you
accomplish today?
Today we set up our
Fusion 360 accounts and
started our project to
design a prototype for our
ring manipulator
component of the robot.
We imported the parts we
would need onto the
program and fiddled with
them for a while to try to
understand how
Fusion360 works. We
resolved to use this
program to come up with
our design and then build
it in real life when the
school allows us to
return.

If you used any
references, what did
you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)
RevRobotics

What problems
did you face and
how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

We initially faced
some problems in
getting Kenny's
account started as
he had 3 accounts,
he forgot the
password for 2 of
them, the Autodesk
website wasn't
giving him an
educational
license, etc. But we
figured it out in the
end.

If you need to
add more to
this google
form, please
type it in below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
We talked about what sizes, measurements, and densities
we would need for our design.

N/A.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM4
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 12/11/2020
Sub-Team: Wobble goal
Attendees: William Ford, Maria Ignazak
Meeting Type:

What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you face and
how did you overcome them?

Brainstormed arm ideas.

Problem: Where on the robot would
the arm be located. Solution: The
arm would be on a bar towards the
front of the robot and lie across the
top, resting on another bar near the
back.

If you used any references,
what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add more to this
google form, please type it in
below.

Videos on Youtube

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
What would the ideal
position be for the arm

Recorded by: William Ford
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # WG4
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 12/17/2020
Sub-Team: All-team
Attendees: Coach Musser, Coach Ignaczak, Mr. Pizzoro, all student members
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting

What did you accomplish today?
Today we briefly talked about and solved the concerns team
members had about Fusion360. The sub-teams individually
updated the main team on what they were working on. Ring
Manipulation has not had any meeting since November, when
the school forced us back into remote learning. Coach Musser
requested that Minjun (Ring Manip. Team Lead) try to
reconvene and have more frequent meetings after Winter
Break. The Wobble Goal team has a 3D design for the claw.
Mason Ford (Wobble Goal Lead )will CAD up some of the
sketches he drew. The Wobble Goal Team has met offline
since November. Ring Shooter isn't progressing very well.
They need to physically experiment and test their design and
prototype. They also need to collaborate with the ring
manipulation group in person. They can't do much while in a
remote environment. The software team has had better luck.
They finished programming the robot for the Tele-Op period.
They mentioned an On State machine. They had one (1) trial
and it was successful. Their goal is to write a collision
program. The Notebook team has not met since November.
The team lead is trying to get journal entries in for the content
of the notebook. Riley Welchko is putting together the
business plan. Ryleigh Musser is creating a Get-To-Know
template the team members can fill out for the notebook. After
the sub-teams updated the team on what's been going on, Mr.
Peters, a mentor, showed us the modified chassis. He
described what each part of the robot was and what function
they served.

What problems did you face and how
did you overcome them?
Coach Musser realized the problems we had
with Fusion360 were because some students
didn't have an educational license. He
screenshared and showed us how to obtain a
license so that we may have the one year
free trial. Coach Musser was recovering
from a surgical procedure at this time and so
Coach Ignaczak took the lead.

If you used any references, what did you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

If you need to add more to this
google form, please type it in below.

Fusion 360

N/A.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # TEAM3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 1/7/21
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Coach Brian, Micheal, Kaushik, Thomas.
Meeting Type: ZOOM
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

We accomplished
trying out our state
machines with the
robot and with a partial
field.

We have some
overshooting in
distances so we had to
adjust our calculations.

If you used any
references, what did
you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.

Photos or Drawings
Video
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vz_4p9u4Igd8j_2TeE1CuNi2n3JEZMi/view

Please identify and write whatever discussion
of mathematics, science, and/or game
strategy you had during this meeting.
We had the discussion of math when trying to
analyze the distance using math.

Recorded by: Kaushik Jagankumar
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S8
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 1/12/21
Sub-Team: Software
Attendees: Coach Brian, Michael, Kaushik, Shaan, Thomas.
Meeting Type:
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems
did you face and
how did you
overcome them?

We accomplished
debugging our PID
controllers and our
state machines.

We faced some
classes that
weren't declared
and had to
declare them in
the earlier parts of
the code.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to
add more to this
google form,
please type it in
below.

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you had
during this meeting.
We just talked on coding terms in this meeting.

Recorded by: Kaushik Jagankumar
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # S9
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 1/15/2021
Sub-Team:

Wobble goal

Attendees:

William Ford, Maria Ignazak

Meeting Type:

What did you
accomplish today?
Finalized ideas for arm
and gripper.

If you used any
references, what did
you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

What problems did you face and
how did you overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

Problem: What will the ﬁnal design
be? Solution: Arm across the top of
the robot with a gripper that grabs
the goal with a latch, securing it so it
can be lifted over the wall.

If you need to add more to this
google form, please type it in
below.

Videos on Youtube

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
What is the best arm and
gripper design we came up
with and how could we build
it onto the robot.

Recorded by: William Ford
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # WG5
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 01/21/2021
Sub-Team: All-team
Attendees: All team members, Coach Musser and Coach Ignaczak.
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
Coach Musser shared his screen and showed
us FIRST's 4 competition formats. We
discussed each one and he also walked us
through a google form he filled out for
competition attendance. In addition, he
updated us on some new rules that would
affect the design of our robot. We discussed
dates for milestones we wanted to reach. We
planned a meeting for the ring manipulation
and ring shooter sub-team to meet up.

If you used any references, what did you
use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
FIRST website and FIRST Game Manual.

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings
N/A.

We weren't sure of how the
ring manip. and ring shooter
teams were going to
cooperate effectively without
being in-person, so we set up
a zoom meeting and planned
joint team designing sessions
on Fusion360.

If you need to add more
to this google form,
please type it in below.
N/A.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy
you had during this
meeting.
We talked about the new
rule, <RG08> , Launching
Game Scoring Elements,
and how we now had to
take in the speed of the ring
shooter into consideration.

Recorded by: D.G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # T4
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 1/26/21
Sub-Team: Ring Shooter
Attendees:
Meeting Type: ZOOM
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems did
you face and how did
you overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

I set up a meeting
between manip and
shooter team

We decided on a date
and time

If you used any
references, what did
you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it
in below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

We are meeting
online

We discussed models and or cads of what we are
going to make

Recorded by: Alexander Rajcevski
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS3
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 01/27/2021
Sub-Team: Ring Shooter & Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Coach Musser, all members of both ring manipulation and ring shooter sub-teams
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
Today, the ring manipulation and ring
shooter sub-teams collaborated on the
design of the shooter/manipulation, to make
sure both sub-teams were on the same page.
We discussed what side of the manipulator
the ring is feeding into the ring shooter.
Alex (Ring shooter lead) described the
prototype his team made before school went
back into remote learning and expressed his
feelings about how both prototypes could
transition into one another. Mr. Keller(Ring
Manip. Mentor) shared his screen and
shared with the ring shooter team the CAD
design he made on Fusion360, a design
similar to the physical prototype the Ring
manipulation team had built in the build
room. We identified that the ring shooter
team had to figure out where the ring would
shoot from, so that the ring manipulation
team can figure out where to put the ramp,
the piece that would marry both components
together.

If you used any references, what did
you use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
Fusion 360

What problems did
you face and how
did you overcome
them?

Photos or Drawings
N/A.

At the start of the
meeting, both
sub-teams had no
awareness of what
the other had been
working on. We
struggled to envision
what each team was
describing, but we
solved that issue
when Mr. Keller
shared the CAD
design and Alex R.
showed us a sketch of
his team's prototype.

If you need to add
more to this
google form,
please type it in
below.
N/A.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/orgame strategy you had
during this meeting.
When Mr. Keller shared his screen,
he demonstrated a variety of tips and
tricks that helped us develop a more
thorough understanding of the
program. Among them, he
mentioned that the precise
measurements the program gave us
would be immensely helpful when
creating that design physically. We
were assigned homework to look at
various youtube videos of finished
robots to gain inspiration and share
the ideas with everyone at the next
joint meeting.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS4/RM5
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 01/28/2021
Sub-Team: Ring Shooter and Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Coach Musser, members of ring shooter and manipulation teams.
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish
today?
Today, team members shared the
videos they found on the internet
about robots other FIRST Tech
Challenge participants already
built. They were asked to explain
what they liked about the video's
robot and how they thought we
could incorporate it into our design.
They debated over what designs
seemed efficient and what
components would work best for
our team. They also addressed
characteristics that each robot
seemed to possess. A second set of
wheels in the ring manipulator and
ramp/pulley systems were a
popular occurrence in each video
they demonstrated. Students left
the meeting with new thoughts and
ideas to improve upon their
designs. This meeting cemented
collaboration between subteams
and showed a bigger picture within
the robot as each subteam not only
thought of their own prototype, but
envisioned the bigger picture with
the ring shooter and the intake(ring
manipulator) as one.

What problems did you face
and how did you overcome
them?
When the student members
attempted to share their screens
to share their video of choice
with the rest of the team, the
videos lagged and froze for
short periods of time. They
were very slow and glitchy as
well. We resolved this problem
by copying and pasting the links
in the chat feature instead, and
each member watched the video
on their device, then discussed
what they saw.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or
game strategy you had during
this meeting.
We analyzed the pros and cons of
each design element and discussed
how they would affect the robot's
performance in shooting, intaking,
processing, and picking up the
wobble goal. We also considered
the logistics of building a
component in a short frame of time
with the school's restrictions
determining our meeting
frequency, length, and member
count.

If you used any references,
what did you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)
Youtube.

Recorded by: D.G. & Alexander Rajcevski
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS5/RM6
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 2/2/21
Sub-Team: Ring Shooter
Attendees: All members and mentors
Meeting Type: ZOOM
What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

The idea for coronation of
shooter and ma
Manip

We solved by talking
options About manip and
shooter

If you used any references,
what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.
Online meeting

Photos or Drawings(none)

Please identify and write whatever
discussion of mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you had during
this meeting.
We used strategy to start planning the
shooter

Recorded by: Alexander Rajcevski
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RS6
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 02/09/2021
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Minjun, Kenny, Ethan, Mr. Keller
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
Today we looked over our parts list in
Fusion360 and identified components that we
needed to order to build the ring manipulator.
Additionally, we tweaked and shortened our
design a bit and added a second set of wheels
in order to help the ring up the ramp for the ring
shooter to receive.

If you used any references, what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
Fusion360, REV Robotics

What problems
did you face and
how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings
N/A.

N/A.

If you need to
add more to this
google form,
please type it in
below.
N/A.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
We talked about sizes of
parts and reviewed our
design.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM7
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 2/11/21
Sub-Team: Notebook & Software
Attendees: Shaan, Kaushik, Daniela, and Ryleigh
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems did
Photos or Drawings
you face and how did
you overcome them?
We faced an obstacle
when we realized that
Today, the notebook
some of our inputs were
and software
too broad and the color
sub-teams
collaborated on LED of the lights could not
Light designs for the specify the exact input.
We then thought about it
robot. The software
for a while, and traded
team wanted to
ideas back and forth
translate the robot's
until we came to the
input into a certain
conclusion to use a
color on an LED
phone to help us
light strip, which
identify the exact input
would be located on
the robot. This would that the robot
warned/notified us of
help the team
with the color. The
identify any
control hub would be
problems or
successes much more transmitting data back to
one of the software
quickly. The
team's member's phones
subteams worked
and when a light is
together to find
flashed on the LED
possible inputs to
lights, the phone would
assign colors to.
have the reason that the
robot flashed a color on
the LED strip.
If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)
N/A.

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it
in below.
N/A.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
The software team used this as a strategy to have an
advantage over other robots.The quickly informed
alliance can do more than the slowly informed alliance,
after all.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N6/S10
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 2/25/21
Sub-Team: All Team
Attendees: All students and a majority of mentors
Meeting Type: ZOOM

What did you
accomplish
today?
We talked about
the future plans
of the team

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites,
Videos, News,
etc.)

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

We watched the
programming teams
video, and we didn’t really
know what they were
doing so with that we saw
what others were doing.

If you need to add more Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
to this google form,
please type it in below. had during this meeting.
Online meeting
We wanted to figure out the plan for future in
person meetings.

Recorded by: Alexander Rajcevski
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # T5
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/2//21

77
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Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N7
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/4/21
Sub-Team:All Team
Attendees: All members and mentors
Meeting Type: ZOOM
What did you accomplish
today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

We talked about the future
for potential in person
meetings

We are listening to the
schools and seeing a
opportunity to meet in
person

competitions begin week of
4/18

If you used any references,
what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.
Online meeting

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever
discussion of mathematics, science,
and/or game strategy you had during
this meeting.
We had the thought of in person so we
can build

Recorded by: Alexander Rajcevski
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # T6
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/4/21

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N8
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/9/21
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Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N9
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/11/21
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Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N10
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/16/21

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # T7
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/16/21
Date of Meeting: 03/16/2021
Sub-Team: Notebook
Attendees: Alanna Musser, Cindy Welchko, Ryleigh, Zach, Daniela, Riley, and Terry Hill
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
Ryleigh Musser showed us an organized Google
Drive. There are multiple folders within the
Drive. They were especially fun because they
were eagle themed. We went on to figure out the
logistics of compiling the Google Doc into an
Engineering Notebook PDF. We discussed
bringing up to date our old Hart E-Bots Twitter
and Facebook accounts. Zach Witt introduces the
basic outline of the Weebly version of our
website. We talked about what was good and
what could be improved on the website. We
talked about syncing the content of the
Engineering Notebook with the website. We
talked about our outreach to an Elementary
School. We will send a recording for the kids
talking about our team, robotics, STEM, and
FIRST. Mrs. Musser shared the timeline for the
next two weeks. This week we finished up the
business plan. Next week we start on our script.
We screenshared our business plan, and revised
our corrections and we added needed details from
our previous Meeting from Mrs. Alspach.
Afterwards, Mrs. Welchko went over the team
expenses sheet and made a few edits here and
there as we added our input. Additionally, we
reviewed a SWOT Analysis made by Mrs.
Welchko. We reviewed the document and
discussed our strengths and vulnerabilities. It
was interesting.

If you used any references, what did you
use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)
Hart E-Bots Website

What problems did you Please identify and
face and how did you
write whatever
overcome them?
discussion of
mathematics, science,
There were no problems
and/or game strategy
in the traditional sense.
you had during this
We looked upon our
meeting.
business plan and
improved what needed to We discussed what other
be improved. We set out
winning Notebooks had on
tasks for each member
their notebooks and
and we got things done.
compared it to our own
and sought to seek what
we could improve and
what we could add to make
the business plan the best it
could be.

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.
N/A.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N11
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 03/24/2021
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Minjun, Alex, Maria, Daniela, Mr. Musser, and Mr. Ignaczak
Meeting Type: In-person
What did you
accomplish today?
We fixed the ramp,
installed encoders,
and attempted to
hook up the ring
input system with a
motor.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)
CAD drawings

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

Problem: Could not get
holes to align properly in
order to install a pulley
system between the motor
and ring intake. Solution:
To be continued, but we
tried to drill custom holes
and put various parts
together so that the motor
would not tilt and pull on
the chassis.

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.
Safety: safety glasses
when operating heavy
machinery

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
Most of this meeting was about trying to install the
motor at the exact angle that it would have enough
tension to rotate the axis of the intake, but not too
much that the chassis warps and it becomes unstable.

Recorded by: D. G.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM8
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 03/25/2021, 6:30-8 p. m.
Sub-Team: Notebook
Attendees: Mrs. Welchko, Ryleigh, Riley, Mr. Hill, Daniela, Mrs. Musser
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
Today, we discussed our experiences
in the build room in our recent
in-person meetings with the build
sub-teams. Additionally, we talked
about the team forms & all about me
google forms for Notebook, and how
exactly we were going to incorporate
them into our Notebook. We debated
differences between portfolio &
business plan using the Game Manual
Part 2 to fuel it. We decided that our
current business plan was a mix of
both the engineering portfolio and
notebook, so we planned to split it into
2 seperate documents with the
appropriate content for each one. We
set out to contact the Software
sub-team and ask about what they've
done and add those content pages for
the Portfolio. This meeting is
especially crucial as we are aiming for
the control award, and those pages will
be what the judges see, in addition to
our robot's performance. We then
changed the topic to presentation
ideas. Team members were assigned
homework to find three ideas for
tuesday's meeting.

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?
We were unsure about the
difference between
Engineering Portfolio and the
Engineering Notebook so we
used the game manual to help
us extract definitions and
identify boundaries between
the two documents.

If you used any references, what
did you use? (Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add more
to this google form,
please type it in below.

Game Manual Pt. 2

N/A.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or
game strategy you had during
this meeting.
We discussed what best
approaches and forms of
presentation we could execute to
impress and make us memorable
to the judges. Mrs. Welchko
suggested using iconic
mainstream media like the Brady
Bunch to get inspiration. Mrs.
Musser told of some of the
presentations that teams
presented to her while she was a
judge for FTC events.

Recorded by: D. G
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N12
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 3/30/21

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N13
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 04/05/2021, 5-7 p. m.
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Mr. Musser, Mr. Keller, Minjun, Daniela, Kenny
Meeting Type: In-person
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

We attempted to
mount the motor that
runs the intake.

there were not very good
places to mount it so we
tried various positions and
composition of parts.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.\

N/A.

Safety: safety glasses

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
We talked about the torque and flex of the crossbars
and motor mount.

Recorded by: M. K.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM9
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 04/06/2021, 5-7 p. m.
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation
Attendees: Mr. Musser, Minjun, Kenny
Meeting Type: In-person
What did you
accomplish today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

We mounted the
motor for the intake.

The belt was too tight or
too loose, so we had to add
plates below it to boost it
up.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites, Videos,
News, etc.)

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it in
below.

N/A.

N/A.

Photos or Drawings

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.
the length of the belt calculations, measuring distances
to make sure they fit in our 18x18 dimensions

Recorded by: M. K.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM10
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 04/06/2021

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N14
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 4/7/2021
Sub-Team: Notebook, Ring Shooter & Manipulation, and Wobble Goal.
Attendees: we interviewed every sub team
Meeting Type: Zoom Meeting
What did you accomplish today?
we asked every subteam (not software and
web) what they have done so far and add to
the SWOT, also how to fill out their part of
the business/presentation plan)

If you used any references, what did
you use? (Websites, Videos, News, etc.)

N/A.

What problems did
you face and how did
you overcome them?

Photos or Drawings

N/A.

someone had a laggy
mic, so we
listened/payed attention
more when they spoke
One team was quiet, so
we just moved on and
hoped another sub could
fill in

If you need to add
more to this google
form, please type it
in below.
N/A.

Please identify and write
whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or
game strategy you had during
this meeting.
What is the presentation, it will
be 5 minutes, please do your
business plan assignment for
presentation.

Recorded by: R. W.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N15
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 04/07/2021, 5-7 p. m.
Sub-Team: Ring Manipulation & Wobble Goal
Attendees: Mr. Musser, Kenny, Minjun, Mr Keller, Ethan, Mason
Meeting Type: In-person
What did you
accomplish
today?

What problems did you
face and how did you
overcome them?

We finished the
motor for the
intake

We had trouble mounting the
motor, but we ended up using
aluminum plates to boost the
motor to the exact height.

If you used any
references, what
did you use?
(Websites,
Videos, News,
etc.)

If you need to add more
to this google form,
please type it in below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

Safety: safety glasses,

discussion of torque and pressure balance

N/A.

Photos or Drawings

putting the boxcutter knife
away when not in use

Recorded by: M. K.
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # RM11
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 04/07/2021

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N16
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 4/11/2021
Sub-Team: Notebook
Attendees: Daniela, Ryleigh, Riley, McKenna Musser, Mrs. Musser, Mrs. Welchko
Meeting Type: IN-PERSON
What did you
accomplish today?
Zach showed us the
website.We went
through all the sections.
Notebook team worked
with our mentor,
Makenna Musser, to go
over the business plan
and presentation. She
gave valuable
suggestions and advice
on changes to make.

What problems did
you face and how
did you overcome
them?

Photos or Drawings

Zach wasn’t able to
join in person, so we
had a Zoom meeting
during our in person
meeting so he could
join us.

Decided on Mission
Impossible theme music
for transitions.

If you used any
references, what did
you use? (Websites,
Videos, News, etc.)

If you need to add
more to this
google form,
please type it in
below.

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

We wore masks and
socially distanced.

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N17
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478
Date of Meeting: 4/13/21
Sub-Team: Notebook
Attendees: Daniela, Ryleigh, Riley, Mrs. Musser, Mrs. Welchko
Meeting Type: IN-PERSON
What did you accomplish today?

Photos or Drawings

The team focused on polishing our presentation
today.
Mrs. Musser organized the Spirit Wear and got it
ready to pass out at the next all team meeting.

If you used any references, what did you use?
(Websites, Videos, News, etc.)

Please identify and write whatever discussion of
mathematics, science, and/or game strategy you
had during this meeting.

Ultimate Goal Game Manual Part 1
We reviewed requirements for the judges’
presentation in the Game Manual.

Recorded by: CW
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK JOURNAL ENTRY # N18
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH
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Hart E-Bots Team #8478

OUTREACH EVENT #1
2020 OPC Holiday Food Basket Donations
In December 2020, team members gathered donations of food and personal care items to make four
Holiday “Baskets.” These were donated to the local Older Persons’ Commission (OPC), an organization
that works with meals on wheels to provide a holiday meal to senior citizens in need. We partnered with
the Hart Middle School Seventh Grade Girl Scout Troop 71360, and together we donated 11 baskets, a
donation worth $825.
We enjoyed partnering with the Girl Scouts for this activity. They are interested in learning more about
our robot. In the spring, the Troop will meet with us on Zoom to watch our final presentation and see a
live demonstration of our completed robot on the course.
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OUTREACH EVENT #2
2021 COVID-19 Air Box Fans
On March 19, 2021, the Notebook team along with some other team members from other sub-teams met
together to build Air Box Fans for the teachers in our district. These Air Box Fans are used to filter out
germs in sneezes or coughs and outputs fresh air. We gathered materials such as filters, fans, duck tape,
and cardboard boxes to construct these fans. To make these Air Box Fans we were guided and assisted by
a Cyber Cats member, Makenna Musser, who has done them in her own team. She showed us the video
they used to learn to make them, and then supervised us while we worked on each element of the Air Box
Fan and put it together. We made a card for each teacher receiving an airbox fan for their classroom.
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The Hart E-Bots Business Plan
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Team Management
Team Member Requirements:
Students who would like to be part of the E-Bots must fill out a five-question application form. The only
requirement for being on the team is not missing two or more practices and a full-year round
commitment. We take this seriously and it is a factor for whether or not someone is on our team.
Team Structure:
The Hart E-Bots uses a team structure of coaches, mentors, sub-teams, team members, and parent
volunteers to function as a team. Our coaches are the people that guide and assist team members in
making decisions as they learn and collaborate in new ways. Next, we have the mentors who help the
sub-teams by advising team members on the work. The sub-teams are made up of the team members who
all contribute towards the creation of the Robot and Engineering Notebook.
The Hart E-Bots is led by our Coach, Brian Musser, and our co-coach Brian Ignaczak. Our team met for a
team introduction and we discussed the basics of how our team is run, as well as what they should expect
from being a part of the team. It was done a bit differently this year, as when the Hart E-Bots had their
first meeting, we were still in a remote learning setting. All information was given via Zoom meetings
and team members only saw each other face-to-face when the school allowed us to.
Our Team usually lets team members list the top three sub-teams they would like to be on, and have a
team leader assign a sub-team to each member, but this year our team tried something different. We let
team members just choose the team they wanted to be on, and we would rearrange the teams if needed.

The crossing lines represent our team working and interacting with each other
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The Sub-Teams:
●
Ring Manipulation
The ring manipulation group is the sub-team that designs and builds how the ring is brought into the robot
and makes sure it is fluidly led into the ring shooter. We used software like Fusion360 to provide an
outline of our project during the worst of the pandemic when we were not permitted to get together to
build a robot. Throughout the year, the sub-team worked together to overcome the challenges of not being
able to meet face to face by embracing the technology available.
●
Ring Shooter
The ring shooter team is the sub-team that creates, experiments and builds how our robot will shoot the
ring into the goals and power shots.
●
Engineering Notebook Team
Our Engineering Notebook team are the individuals designing, editing, making, and working on the
Engineering Portfolio, as well as the Engineering Notebook and team website. They also plan our
community projects and act as cross-team helpers between other sub-teams. They plan the Hart E-Bots
outreach to spread the word of FIRST and inspire the younger of our generation to get involved with
STEM.
●
Software
The Software team is the sub-team that builds the infrastructure of the robot. We program the robot in
terms of remote control and for the autonomous period. We have to code different inputs into the robot to
come up with the outcomes that we are satisfied with. In addition, the autonomous period is when the
robot moves on its own for that time. We have to program very precisely to make sure we score an
optimal amount of points and be consistent throughout matches. Our team was able to work together
online and code the robot with precision and quality.
●
Wobble Goal
The Wobble goal manipulator team is the sub-team that focuses on designing a manipulator, arm, and way
to attach the manipulator to the robot. We used resources such as Jamboard and Fusion360 to construct
solutions to the problem. Our team was composed of two people and the work was divided between the
two of us. Together we overcame our obstacles and prototyped and developed solutions to the problem.
●
Website
The Web sub-team, otherwise the Website team, are the team members creating and designing our new
website so we can share our team in a virtual platform and be able to spread the word of FIRST and the
Hart E-Bots so that we can encourage more people to get involved.
●
Drive
The Drive sub-team is the group of team members that are tasked with driving the robot in our
competition.
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2020-2021 Outreach
The Hart E-Bots want to share the message of FIRST, our love of STEM and robotics, and help others, by
finding ways to reach out to members of our community. Because of the Coronavirus Pandemic, we had
limited opportunities this season, but we did two outreach activities for our community.
2020 OPC Holiday Food Basket Donations
In December 2020, team members gathered donations of food and personal care items to make four
Holiday “Baskets.” These were donated to the local Older Persons’ Commission (OPC), an organization
that works with meals on wheels to provide a holiday meal to senior citizens in need. We partnered with
the Hart Middle School Seventh Grade Girl Scout Troop 71360, and together we donated 11 baskets, a
donation worth $825.
We enjoyed partnering with the Girl Scouts for this activity. They are interested in learning more about
our robot. In the spring, the Troop will meet with us on Zoom to watch our final presentation and see a
live demonstration of our completed robot on the course.

The Holiday Gift “Baskets” cultivated by our team for the OPC (2020)

2021 COVID-19 Air Box Fans
In March 2021, the Notebook team along with some other team members from other sub-teams met
together to build Air Box Fans for the teachers in our district. These Air Box Fans are used to filter out
germs in sneezes or coughs and outputs fresh air. We gathered materials such as filters, fans, duck tape,
and cardboard boxes to construct these fans. To make these Air Box Fans we were guided and assisted by
a Cyber Cats member, Makenna Musser, who has done them in her own team. She showed us the video
they used to learn to make them, and then supervised us while we worked on each element of the Air Box
Fan and put it together. We made a card for each teacher receiving an airbox fan for their classroom.
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Building COVID-19 Air Box Fans (2021)

Annual Outreach Events
Historically, the Hart E-Bots Team participates in many community events each year. For example, we
travel to local Elementary School Science Fairs and we display our robot, and let people ask questions,
and drive the robots around! In these fairs, we meet potential E-Bot participants, inform them about
FIRST, and our experience as an FTC Robotics team.
In the summer of 2019, the team traveled to an ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) summer camp. They
talked to the students about basic robotics and let them try out the robot. Amazingly, they inspired them to
start their own Robotics team for their community! We now mentor the kids from the ASD camp that we
do over the summer each year and it has been truly amazing to help them with building and programming
Lego Mindstorm robots and teaching them about FIRST.

The E-Bots teaching how to code Mindstorm
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E-Bots demonstrating the robot to the ASD kids

E-Bots setting up the field for students at a primary school

Another community outreach event the Hart E-Bots attends annually is Hunger Walk with the local FLL
and FRC teams. We walk around Rochester Hills. raising money for the local Rochester Pantry. In 2019
we raised over $1,100!

2019 Hart E-Bots Team
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our school did not allow us to form our team until
October when we began a hybrid learning schedule for a brief period of time. This means that we could
not mentor the ASD kids from the summer camp. Moreover, annual outreach events that we usually
attend like the Hunger Walk and elementary school science fairs were unable to be held or canceled due
to public health risks. We look forward to participating in these events again in the future.

Hart E-Bots Outreach Over The Years
The Hart E-Bots team is committed to positively impacting our members and other FIRST teams through
mentoring, implementing the Progression of Programs, promoting FIRST initiatives, and partnering with
the FIRST community in service and volunteerism. We are also committed to increasing student and adult
interest in STEM and spreading the message of FIRST in our community.
INFLUENCE ON OTHER TEAMS - Inspiring existing teams and starting new teams
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11/2019
9/2019
2019
2019
2017-2019
2016
2015

Mentor Avondale Enrichment Center’s ASD Summer Camp FLL Team
Meet FTC teams from West and Van Hoosen Middle Schools to watch the game launch
and discuss ideas
Helped a local Autism Spectrum Disorder Summer Camp start their own FLL team
Share practice on our field with Van Hoosen Middle School team
Mentor Hugger Elementary’s FLL Jr. and FLL Robotrons Teams 18569 and 20763
Mentor Hugger Elementary’s FLL Robotrons Teams 18569 and 20763
Mentor Hugger Elementary’s FLL Robotrons Teams 18569 and 20763

DEMONSTRATIONS - The team gives presentations and robot demonstrations to local education
groups and schools every year since its initiation.
2019
OU Cares Camp at Avondale Middle School - Autism Spectrum Disorder Summer Camp
2019
Baldwin Elementary School Science Fair
2019
McGregor Elementary School Science Fair
2019
North Hill Elementary School Science Fair
2016
Baldwin Elementary School Science Fair
2016
North Hill Elementary Science Fair
2016
Hugger Elementary School Science Fair
2015
North Hill Elementary School Science Expo
PUBLIC RELATIONS - Promoting Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math.
2/2019
Presentation to Hart Middle School PTSA
12/2018
Present robot at Molex and tour facility
3/2016
EASi Engineering - facility tour and engineering careers discussion
1/2016
TDR Orthodontics - high tech iTero CAD based scanner they use and CAD software that
allows the Orthodontist to manipulate the teeth in CAD before working on the patient.
The image is sent to a Robot which precisely bends the wires for the orthodontics. The
Staff even allowed the E-Bots a hands on experience with the system.
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES - The Hart E-Bots takes opportunities to give back to the community
via community service.
3/2021
Make COVID-19 Air Box Fans benefiting teachers in Rochester Community School
District
12/2020
Holiday Food Basket collection benefiting the Older Persons Commision in Rochester
10/2019
Hunger Walk benefiting the Rochester Food Pantry
AWARDS
2019

Connect Award - 2cnd Place in Second OCCRA Competition
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2020-2021 Fundraising Efforts
While we received generous financial assistance from our sponsors, we still wanted to do a small
fundraiser which is selling our Hart E-Bots Spirit Wear. We decided on selling shirts, hoodies, sweatpants,
COVID masks, baseball hats, and polo t-shirts. We thought this would be a great idea so that when people
saw our T-Shirts and pointed them out, we could talk to them and spread the word of FIRST. We raised
$60 with this fundraiser.
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SWOT Analysis
We met with members from each sub-team and asked them to contribute to our SWOT analysis as a
matter of reflection and representation of our thoughts as a team. For the Hart E-Bots, it is important that
we learn or realize places in need of improvement, as well as our places of success because this awareness
is what will make us grow as individuals and as a team. Below we have identified and organized our
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.
Strengths
●

Mentors have a lot of robotics,
engineering, and software knowledge and
decades of experience with FIRST®

●

Full FIRST® Progression of Programs in
our community

●

Strong family support and involvement

●

Team members gain skills taking online
courses

●

Team member enthusiasm

Weaknesses
●

Team does not own dedicated tools

●

Learning curve (mostly for the mentors!!)
how to use technology, ZOOM, and
Google docs

●

Struggle learning new coding concepts and
vocabulary

●

New team members lack experience
finding parts and using the build room

Opportunities
●

Learning to use CAD and mechanical
design software Fusion 360

●

Learning to code in Android Studio, Java

●

Returning 8th grade team members take
leadership roles and mentor 7th graders

●

Building our team’s social media presence
with a brand-new website

●

Creating a mini documentary video of our
team to share on our website and for
outreach to elementary schools

●

Develop collaboration with other teams to
strengthen FIRST® in our community

Threats
●

Loss of corporate sponsors

●

Coronavirus pandemic – delayed season,
school building closed, could not meet in
person, could not go into the build room to
use tools, team members in quarantine
unable to participate once we had build
room time, dragging season added conflicts
with personal schedules

●

Out of stock parts

●

Limited opportunities for 8th graders to
mentor and share their hands on experience
with 7th graders

●

Coronavirus pandemic canceled our usual
outreach activities to share the FIRST®
program with our community
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2020-2021 TEAM FINANCIAL REPORT
as of 4/13/21

INCOME
Team Dues
Sponsors:
FIRST® in Michigan Grant
PTSA
Department of Defense STEM Program
Community Outreach: OPC Food Basket Donations
Fundraising: Spirit Wear
TOTAL INCOME

BUDGET
1500.00
4000.00

300.00
200.00
$6,000.00

ACTUAL
1500.00
1890.00
1000.00
1306.00
300.00
60.00
$5,756.00

EXPENSES
Partial Field Kit
Robot Parts
Miscellaneous Supplies
Media - Website
Spirit Wear: Team Shirts and Fundraising Orders
FIRST® Registration Fees: Team
Community Outreach:
OPC Food Basket Donations
COVID-19 Air Box Fans
TOTAL EXPENSES

BUDGET
350.00
3000.00
500.00
200.00
1000.00
275.00

ACTUAL
340.12
1317.11
49.95

300.00
200.00
$5,825.00

300.00
173.18
$3,394.90

939.54
275.00

For season 2020-2021, the Hart E-Bots received generous sponsorships, including grants from our school
PTSA, the Department of Defense STEM Program, and FIRST in Michigan, for a total of $4,196. Our
income also included $1,500 in team dues. Our Spirit Wear fundraiser raised $60, and we collected $300
in food donations during a community outreach event. Our total income for the season is $5,756.00.
Team expenses paid so far this season equal $3,394.90. This includes FIRST registration fees, a partial
field kit, robot parts and miscellaneous supplies, team uniforms and Spirit Wear, as well as items for
community outreach - food and personal care items for holiday food baskets and materials to build
COVID-19 air box fans for local teachers. Some expenses yet to be paid include additional robot building
materials, presentation supplies, and our website expenses.
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TEAM SPONSORS
Names of our sponsors

Financial Support Donated

Department of Defense STEM Program (The
DOD program is a government grant that seeks to
cultivate and develop STEM talent for the future
DOD workforce.)

$1306

FIRST in Michigan (MDE Grant Public School
Award - FTC Veteran Teams)

$1,890

PTSA (PTSA is an organization which is intended
to facilitate parental participation in schools)

$1,000
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